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Prototype Overview 

 On April 1st, 2019, the King County Mobility Coalition secured funds through a national 

grant by the US Administration for Community Living to pursue a second round of Inclusive 

Planning projects. The goal of the Round 2 projects was to continue demonstrating the value 

that an inclusive planning process can bring to coordinated transportation efforts. In Round 2, 

three main projects and subsequent workgroups emerged out of the needs identified in Round 

1.  

One of these efforts has been the coordination of One-Call One-Click system in our 

region. A One-Call One-Click system is a platform that provides riders with centralized trip 

planning and booking resources. The goal is to be as inclusive as possible of all transportation 

and mobility options in an area to enable a rider to both adequately discover and book trips. 

The need for a One-Call One-Click service has been consistently identified throughout many 

intersectional transportation conversations. Such a service would reduce barriers to accessing 

mobility options in the Puget Sound.  

By the end of the Inclusive Planning Round 2 grant cycle on January 31st, 2020, the One-

Call One-Click Workgroup will have a Business Plan that can be used to operationalize the 

foundations of a One-Call One-Click service in our region. The Workgroup decided that it would 

be valuable to investigate critical aspects of the system prior to the end of the grant cycle to 

inform the business plan, which led to the idea of the prototype study. 

 The One-Call One-Click prototype study sought to test core elements of a One-Call One-

Click system through a limited launch. The goal of this project was to offer residents of the 

Kirkland/Bothell and South Seattle area a single phone number and an online form that they 

can access to request a ride. Staff support recorded trip and eligibility details to match riders 

with an appropriate service. Staff scheduled the ride on behalf of the rider with the service and 

contacted the rider to inform them of what provider they were matched to. After the trip, staff 

called the rider back to hear their feedback on the process as well as attempt to sustainably set 

them up with a provider beyond the limited launch time period. 

Key Figures 

• 4 total calls received 

o 2 rides cancelled 

o 2 rides provided 

https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/c86a044e/files/uploaded/OCOC%20Prototype%20Charter.pdf
https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/c86a044e/files/uploaded/OCOC%20Prototype%20Charter.pdf
https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/c86a044e/files/uploaded/OCOC%20Prototype%20Charter.pdf
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▪ Rides provided through Envoy and the American Cancer Society’s Road to 

Recovery Program 

• Three callers from Kirkland area; one from Seattle area 

• Participating service providers: 

o Bothell/Woodinville Community Van 

o Catholic Community Services 

o Envoy America 

o GoGo Grandparent 

o Kenmore-North Kirkland Community Van 

o Northshore Senior Center 

o Seattle Yellow Cab 

o Sound Generations Hyde Shuttle 

o Sound Generations Volunteer Transportation 

o Via to Transit 

• Marketing material distributed at: 

o Kirkland/Bothell area: 

▪ Hopelink Kirkland Food Bank  

▪ Peter Kirk Community Center 

▪ SHAG Woodlands at Forbes Lake 

o South Seattle area: 

▪ International Drop-In Center (IDIC) Seattle 

▪ White Center Food Bank 

• Marketing material distributed through partner channels at: 

o Asian Counseling and Referral Services  

o Kirkland Community Van channels 

o Northshore Senior Center 

Pre-launch coordination 

 With workgroup 

 The One-Call One-Click Workgroup provided consistent feedback to inform the 

implementation of the prototype. With their help, transportation providers were identified, 

marketing material was drafted and revised, and the call intake process was reviewed. The 

Workgroup was able to use subject matter expertise in various contexts to make the prototype 

more efficient, accessible, and informative.  

 While work on One-Call One-Click has been ongoing, the majority of the specific work of 

the prototype was planned with the coordination of the Workgroup in one meeting, one phone 

call, and various email communications.  
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 With providers 

 After compiling a list of operating transportation providers in the Bothell/Kirkland and 

South Seattle areas, Inclusive Planning staff reached out to providers most relevant to the 

populations that the prototype was prioritizing. This meant specifically seeking to include 

providers that served older adults, people with disabilities, and otherwise more specialized 

services, like those with accessible vehicles. For the purpose of this prototype, most of the 

providers contacted where also regional agencies and not national services. The emphasis on 

working with local providers had to do with time constraints of coordination with larger 

providers and the ability to utilize existing partnerships through the King County Mobility 

Coalition. 

 Staff contacted this narrowed list of providers and asked to schedule phone calls to 

discuss the prototype and possible participation. These calls offered valuable insights on the 

concerns or conditional agreements certain providers could make to participate. While the 

desire for engagement was overall strong, with many providers expressing interest and 

excitement for involvement, there were also many questions raised about the operational 

process. Providers wanted to be clear that they would need the same information required 

when intaking a client on their own, which was often done through computer software 

systems. They wanted to know that, for this prototype, Inclusive Planning staff would be 

handling administrative work and that their contribution would only be fulfilling ride requests if 

applicable. Providers were also curious about the expected volume of calls in case it strained 

their service capacities. Staff ensured providers that they would only be contacted for the 

prototype if the ride was deemed eligible for their services, and volumes were not expected to 

be a strain. 

 After confirming a provider’s ability to participate, Inclusive Planning staff requested 

intake and eligibility information. Providers informed staff of both their intake processes and 

the forms they fill-out when registering a rider. Staff asked providers to indicate which 

questions were mandatory in order to reduce asking the caller as many unnecessary questions 

as possible. Some providers did not have a formal intake process, but only needed to know that 

a trip request qualified based on their eligibility.  

 Staff also learned about the standard operating procedures of each provider regarding 

their trip request and confirmation timeline in order to know how early they would be able to 

know a ride had been secured. Many providers worked with Inclusive Planning staff to 

coordinate a method of communication outside of standard booking practices. For example, 

instead of having a prototype staff call the traditional ride-request number of a service, staff 

would reach out directly to their contact person with the provider who would be able to input 

the ride request information themselves. This became necessary because Inclusive Planning 

https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/c86a044e/files/uploaded/ConfirmedProviders_6RO7NmGqS5ST8ExelbjY.xlsx
https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/c86a044e/files/uploaded/ConfirmedProviders_6RO7NmGqS5ST8ExelbjY.xlsx
https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/c86a044e/files/uploaded/ConfirmedProviders_6RO7NmGqS5ST8ExelbjY.xlsx
https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/c86a044e/files/uploaded/ConfirmedProviders_6RO7NmGqS5ST8ExelbjY.xlsx
https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/c86a044e/files/uploaded/ConfirmedProviders_6RO7NmGqS5ST8ExelbjY.xlsx
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staff would need to book rides on behalf of riders and receive confirmation for a trip before the 

rider themselves, requiring an extra layer of contact.  

Throughout organizing this process, staff took note of important variables to be 

considered from different providers. For example, one provider did not have a full-time staff 

member and could only be reached during limited hours. Another provider asked that the ride 

request contact information be altered after confirmation of the ride, which meant being more 

vigilant about information sharing. Some trip confirmations were communicated to riders on a 

certain day of the week, while others guaranteed a response within a certain amount of time.  

 The goal of the prototype was to match callers with an existing service provider that 

they could use in the future. Staff tried to coordinate with a wide variety of providers in the 

areas to enhance options. However, for the purpose of this prototype, if a caller could not be 

matched with an existing service, there were also partnerships with for-profit providers. This 

was particularly applicable for callers requesting rides without much advanced notice. The cost 

was covered during this study but would not be in a full-fledged One-Call One-Click service.  

Call Intake Process  

Inclusive Planning staff trained others working in Hopelink Mobility Management on the 

One-Call One-Click prototype intake process so that the line would be covered during all hours 

of operation (M-F 8:30am-4:30pm). 

Inclusive Planning staff developed a call intake script that sought to initially ask potential 

riders the most basic questions and then use the answers to perform a preliminary match. The 

preliminary match was based on the intake staff’s existing knowledge of provider service 

eligibility. Once those preliminary matches were identified over the phone, staff would then ask 

more specific intake questions made mandatory by the service provider if that service was 

thought to be an option for them. 

 With the intake and eligibility questions answered in the initial phone call, staff would 

reach out to established contacts for matched service providers. This would trigger the provider 

to begin their intake process and request a ride.  

 The goal was that staff would reach back out to a rider at the earliest time possible to 

inform them of a secured ride; the time in-between the call intake and this follow-up call varied 

depending on the advanced notice request of the ride and the confirmation timeline of the 

provider the rider was matched with. If there was to be a long enough time interval between 

requested ride date and the initial call or the provider confirmation and the initial call, staff 

would reach out to let the rider know they had been matched with some services and were in 

the process of securing a ride. As soon as a ride was confirmed by a provider to Inclusive 

Planning staff, a call was made to the rider to let them know which provider would be giving 

https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/c86a044e/files/uploaded/1TEMPLATE_Client%20Intake.docx
https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/c86a044e/files/uploaded/1TEMPLATE_Client%20Intake.docx
https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/c86a044e/files/uploaded/1TEMPLATE_Client%20Intake.docx
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them their ride. Communication regarding the ride from that point on would be through the 

provider and the rider, not prototype staff. The prototype aimed to set the rider up with a 

provider they could use beyond the single ride, so the staffer would inform the caller about the 

service itself and teach them how to book a ride with that provider in the future. 

 Within a week of the ride, staff would reach back out to the caller and ask them simple 

survey questions to evaluate their feedback on the trip and calling process. The survey had a 

total of four questions. It asked the rider about their satisfaction with both the provider they 

were matched to and the prototype process of being matched to a ride. 

During launch case studies 

 Engagement Feedback 

 Feedback about One-Call One-Click and the prototype were heard on an informal basis 

throughout Hopelink Mobility tabling events and One-Call One-Click prototype marketing 

distribution.  

 While One-Call One-Click feedback is ongoing, feedback in this section of the report can 

be attributed to the outreach from these places:  

• SHAG Woodlands at Forbes Lake 

• Peter Kirk Community Center 

• African American Caregivers Forum 

• New Bethlehem Day Center 

When discussing the prototype specifically, participants often expressed how they may 

utilize this service if it lasted longer than a month. The limited time frame was a critical part in 

the way people interacted with the prototype. People expressed a desire for a One-Call One-

Click service by mentioning the way they could utilize these services on a longer-term scale. 

They mentioned opportunities or ideas they had to use the service in the future, although they 

could not think of anything they would need it for within the time frame. 

There was also frequent confusion on the nature of the service, as many interpreted it 

to be a transportation service that Hopelink is providing. Many people felt as though they had 

experience with Hopelink’s transportation services before and did not need to explore the 

prototype further because of that. They did not quite conceptualize the difference of this 

program, as they also saw it as being a transportation provider itself. Many thought that the 

phone number would book them a ride with a specific transportation service that the prototype 

itself was providing, rather than coordinating between existing services.  

https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/c86a044e/files/uploaded/Post%20Survey%20FINAL.docx
https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/c86a044e/files/uploaded/Post%20Survey%20FINAL.docx
https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/c86a044e/files/uploaded/Post%20Survey%20FINAL.docx
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A last theme was the concern of payment. Many told that they only knew of few 

services and they were sometimes not affordable to them. People wanted more on-demand 

options that were both accessible and affordable.  

Post-launch reflections + Lessons Learned 

Many lessons were learned in the process of offering this service.  

Most applicably to the prototype context, a key determinant of the prototype’s call 

volumes was the success of the marketing efforts. In future attempts, marketing materials 

should be distributed at least two weeks before the beginning of the prototype. Additionally or 

alternatively, a prototype lasting longer than a month has more time to attract riders. Both the 

length of the prototype itself and the delayed start to marketing material distribution were 

confronted in this case. Successful outreach was preformed at locations were a relationship 

with the King County Mobility Coalition already existed, but still took about a week or two into 

the prototype to get distributed. In an area like South Seattle, where the King County Mobility 

Coalition did not have as direct relationships with area organizations, marketing efforts were 

stalled in lengthy or unsuccessful communications. 

This prototype allowed for the testing of coordination and logistical management of a 

basic One-Call One-Click system. By working with different service providers and learning about 

their intake processes, we have been able to gain insights on the degree of variation between 

service intake information that a One-Call One-Click must accommodate. For a full One-Call 

One-Click system, there must be some degree of standardization or simplification wired into 

the filtering and intake process; however, this must also work to preserve the necessary intake 

of a provider. This speaks to the need to gain provider buy-in in ways that may adjust intake 

processes in order to make the system as user-friendly and simple as possible.  

This is particularly applicable when considering the difference in advanced notice 

required of services. In the prototype, this meant that a caller may not be matched with a 

provider based on the time of their request; in a developed One-Call One-Click system, this may 

look like an intuitive feature that prioritizes or removes options when a trip being requested is 

too soon or early for a provider to accept.  

Although there were not many calls, this also sparked staff to think more critically about 

the type of requests that a One-Call One-Click system would receive. These rides may be the 

ones that are hardest to coordinate; riders may either use this number as a last-ditch effort or a 

service provider will refer to this number after they cannot fulfil the rides themselves. This may 

imply that the rides are more on-demand and specialized. Working through these potential 

scenarios are important when conceptualizing the marketing approach of the platform. For 

example, how much should the system be geared towards referrals and those calling on the 

behalf of others? May it be more essential to incorporate on-demand services?  
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Lessons learned from this prototype have progressed conversations with service 

providers and facilitated next steps. Results will be shared to inform the business plan, which 

will be produced by January 31st, 2020. 
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